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Issue

How intelligent should the spacecraft be ?

How much is done from Ground and how much is left to the 
spacecraft to do ?

The answer to this questions is a fundamental driver for:
– Mission Operations concept and cost

– Spacecraft avionics architecture

– Onboard Software

– Reliability analyses

Tendency to define this too late in the project (late Phase B) for historical 
reasons causing “software crisis” halfway into the project

Solution is mission-specific as it depends on mission requirements 
(examples: Planetary landing must be autonomous, mission with complex 
AOCS or high availability requirements must have high autonomy, etc.)
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Spacecraft intelligence - The Past

(and often still the present)

� Very little automation and autonomy onboard: most operations require 

ground planning, commanding and intervention

� Little onboard capability for fault detection, isolation and resolution

� Most of satellite tasks are time driven

� Satellite resource scheduling is manually performed on ground

� Payload data processing is made on-ground

� Autonomy perceived as risky and not cost-effective due to the cost 

of the associated software (which may offset the operations cost)
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Process to define the approach

1. Definition of mission timeline (phases, main events)

2. Identification of required system functions and modes

3. Based on function and mode analysis, 

apportionment of functions to system elements

4. Spacecraft autonomy 

requirements

5. Mission operations 

concept

6. Software requirements
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Mission timeline - Example
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System modes

System modes are used to describe the different 

“statuses”/operational configurations of a 

system in different phases of the mission.

They include a description of the configuration, 

the functions of all the subsystems in each given 

“status”, the environment and the link to the 

mission phase.
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System modes - Example
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System Functions Apportionment 

(Functional Analysis)

• Derived from 
modes

• Hierarchical 
structure: 
functions are 
decomposed 
into lower level 
functions
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Further use of System modes

Reference for:

• Definition of AOCS modes for subsystem sizing

• Evaluation of Power budget and sizing cases for 

power generation and storage

• Definition of worst design cases for thermal

• Definition of “mechanical states” (e.g. stowed 

configuration)
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Safe Mode
System Mode used in case of contingency/failure

It allows the spacecraft to be put in a state where no further damage may 
happen and the satellite can wait to be recovered from Ground

Typical:
Pointing array to the Sun

Switching off/stand-by of all non-critical loads (including payload)

Attitude that allows reception of Earth telecommands

Often specific AOCS sensors for this mode

It shall be thought of since the earliest stages of mission design.

During mission operations safe mode is not a rare occurrence but, transition 
to safe mode shall be minimised by design to avoid wasting a lot of 
mission time

For time critical events (e.g. planetary orbit insertion) safe mode needs to be 
de-activated
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Onboard Autonomy

Several flavours:

Autonomy in nominal operations

Autonomy in case of contingency

Autonomy in data collection and processing

Most important (and difficult): Capability of a 

spacecraft to initiate operations by itself after an 

unplanned event
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FDIR

Typical expression of autonomy

Set of functions to:

1. Detect off-nominal conditions

2. Isolate the problem to a specific component/subsystem

3. Send the spacecraft in safe mode or reconfigure and recover the 
spacecraft autonomously

A degree of re-configurability and redundancy is needed within the 
design

May require a complex software to handle many failure cases
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